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INTRODUCTION 
 
Three sources have traditionally driven sanctions legislation in the United Kingdom. The UK currently applies 
and implements sanctions originating from the United Nations; sanctions originating from the European Union, 
commonly referred to as restrictive measures; as well as its own domestic sanctions.  
 
European sanctions have been implemented through regulations made under the European Communities Act 
19721. As the Transition Period comes to an end on 31st December 11:00pm GMT as agreed in the Withdrawal 
Agreement2, EU legislation and regulations will cease to have effect in the United Kingdom.  
 
In 2018, the UK passed the Sanctions and Anti Money Laundering Act3 which allows ministers to make sanctions 
regulation in application of UN sanctions or any other international obligation, or for a range of purposes4 
(including furthering the prevention of terrorism, furthering a foreign policy objective, in the interest of 
international peace and security, etc.). Under this Act, a number of statutory instruments have been laid before 
parliament in the past few months. Most will come into force at the end of the Transition Period, with the 
exception of the Global Human Rights Sanctions Regulations 20205, the first UK autonomous sanctions regime, 
which came into force on 6th July 2020.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
This paper aims to provide a helpful resource for financial institutions and other firms with a responsibility to 
comply with UK sanctions legislation either in the UK or overseas.  
 
SCOPE 
 
This paper covers statutory instruments passed in application of SAMLA and replacing regulations made under 
the European Communities Act 1972, as well as new autonomous regimes such as the Global Human Rights 
Sanctions Regulations. This paper should be read in correlation with SAMLA provisions and relevant definitions.  
 
This review focuses on financial sanctions and related trade sanctions that could impact financial institutions 
and firms in international trade. It does not provide an analysis of other types of sanctions such as immigration.  
 
The paper studies all sanctions regulations, both country and “thematic” (e.g. Global Human Rights Sanctions) 
sanctions regimes. The tables that follow illustrate a range of areas in which members have indicated they face 
difficulty preparing for the end of the Transition period. The tables are not comprehensive as there are still UK 
Sanctions Statutory Instruments (SIs) to be published.  Many firms are still working through their post-transition 
period sanctions obligations, and it is likely that other issues will arise as their analysis of the legislative and 
regulatory framework is finalised. 
 

 

1 European Communities Act 1972 (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1972/68/contents) 

2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-withdrawal-agreement-and-political-declaration 

3 Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/13/contents/enacted) 

4 Ibid., see Chapter 1, Section 1.  

5The Global Human Rights Sanctions Regulations 2020 (https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/680/contents/made) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1972/68/contents
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-withdrawal-agreement-and-political-declaration
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/13/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/680/contents/made
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We have divided issues into the following categories: 
a) Areas where existing EU derived Sanctions requirements drop away and are not carried through to the 

equivalent UK autonomous SI. 
b) Areas where the UK autonomous SI brings in new Sanctions requirements not present in the equivalent EU 

derived SI. 
c) Areas where the spirit of the requirement remains, but the wording or language changes and causes a 

different opinion or obligation to arise. 
d) UK autonomous Sanctions SIs that use a different interpretation or language for a provision, causing 

inconsistency in the total UK Sanctions SI framework 
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The Syria (United Nations Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020 
 

Restrictive 

Measure / 

Category 

UK SI reference EU Legislative 

SI reference 

Change  

to legal 

obligation 

Impact 

    − The Syria (United Nations Sanctions) (Cultural Property) (EU Exit) Regulations 
2020/1233 (the "UK Cultural Property SI") 

− Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (the "SAMLA") 

− EU Council Regulation 36/2012 concerning restrictive measures in view of the 
situation in Syria and repealing Regulation (EU) No 442/2011 (the "EU Regulation") 

− The Export Control (Syria Sanctions) Order 2013 (the "EU Export Control SI") 

 

Trade Controls The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, Reg. 

5(2) 

EU Council 

Regulation 

36/2012 

concerning 

restrictive 

measures in 

view of the 

situation in 

Syria, Art. 

11c(1) 

(c) 

Low Impact 

 

In the UK Cultural Property SI, illegal removal is defined as removal from Syria in 

contravention of the law of any country or territory applicable to the removal (in force at the 

time of removal).  The laws of Syria and any part of the United Kingdom are explicitly listed 

as examples.  

 

The EU Regulation required reasonable grounds to suspect that the removal was without the 

consent of the legitimate owner or in breach of Syrian law or international law.  

 

Consequently, the UK Cultural Property SI provides a broader prohibition in terms of 

relevant laws that might be breached to constitute illegal removal, but excludes removal 

without the consent of the legitimate owner from the remit of the prohibitions.  This change is 

unlikely to have a material impact on financial institutions.   
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Restrictive 

Measure / 

Category 

UK SI reference EU Legislative 

SI reference 

Change  

to legal 

obligation 

Impact 

Trade Controls The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, 

Regs. 6 and 11 

EU Council 

Regulation 

36/2012 

concerning 

restrictive 

measures in 

view of the 

situation in 

Syria, Arts. 1 

and 11c(1) 

 

The Export 

Control (Syria 

Sanctions) 

Order 2013, Art. 

12A 

(b) 

Low Impact 

 

The UK Cultural Property SI contains a prohibition on directly or indirectly providing 

brokering services in relation to arrangements with the object or effect of  

− supplying or delivering illegally removed Syrian cultural property from a third country 
to any other third country; 

− making available illegally removed Syrian cultural property to a person in a third 
country; or 

− providing financial services or funds in a non-UK country in line with Regulation 10(1). 
 

The EU Regulation contained a prohibition on providing brokering services relating to the 

import, export or transfer of Syrian cultural property. Arrangements which have the object or 

effect of “making available” of property will capture a broader range of activities than 

“imports, exports or transfers”.   

 

Brokering services are also defined more broadly in the UK Cultural Property SI as being 

"any service" for the selection or introduction of persons as parties to an arrangement, 

negotiation of an arrangement, facilitation of entry into an arrangement, and provision of 

assistance to promote or facilitate an arrangement.  In the EU Regulation brokering services 

are limited to (i) the negotiation or arrangement of transactions for the purchase, sale or 

supply of goods from a third country to another third country, and (ii) the sale or purchase of 

goods in a third country for transfer to another third country.  As a result, a broader range of 

activities which effectively enable third parties to use or benefit from illegally removed 

Syrian cultural property will be prohibited. 

 

Lastly, the EU Export Control SI stipulates that, for an offence to occur in relation to an 

activity, other than the import or export of goods, prohibited by Art. 11c of the EU 

Regulation, a person must be knowingly concerned in the activity with the "intent to evade" 

the prohibition.  The UK Cultural Property SI does not contain a requirement on the 

prosecution to establish "intent to evade".  There is however a defence if the accused did not 
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Restrictive 

Measure / 

Category 

UK SI reference EU Legislative 

SI reference 

Change  

to legal 

obligation 

Impact 

know and had no reasonable cause to suspect that the brokering services offered were in 

pursuance of an arrangement mentioned in Reg. 11(1).  If evidence is adduced which is 

sufficient to raise an issue with respect to the defence, the court must assume that the defence 

is satisfied unless the prosecution proves beyond reasonable doubt that it is not (see Reg. 14). 

 

Trade Controls The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, Reg. 

9 

- (b) 

Low Impact 

 

The UK Cultural Property SI contains new prohibitions on directly or indirectly making 

available illegally removed Syrian cultural property to another person and acquiring illegally 

removed Syrian property from another person. 

 

These prohibitions did not exist under the EU Regulation, and are therefore broader in 

effect/application, but will likely have a low impact on financial institutions since they are 

unlikely to engage in this type of activity or with respect to these types of goods. 

 

Note that it is a defence to the abovementioned prohibitions for a person charged to show that 

they did not know and had no reasonable cause to suspect that the goods were illegally 

removed Syrian cultural property. 

 

Trade Controls The Syria 

(United 

Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) 

(EU Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, 

Reg. 10 

EU Council 

Regulation 

36/2012 

concerning 

restrictive 

measures in 

view of the 

situation in 

Syria, Art. 1 

(b) 

Medium Impact 

 

The UK Cultural Property SI contains a new prohibition on directly or indirectly providing 

financial services or funds to another person in pursuance of/in connection with an 

arrangement with the object or effect of exporting, importing, supplying, delivering, or 

making available illegally removed Syrian cultural property.  

 

This type of prohibition, applicable to activities in the financial services sector, did not exist 

under the EU Regulation and will likely have a medium impact on financial institutions.  

Although rare, financial institutions providing financial services in connection with museums, 

collections or artefacts of Syrian origin will need to perform due diligence on the artefacts at 

issue to ensure compliance with these restrictions.. 
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Restrictive 

Measure / 

Category 

UK SI reference EU Legislative 

SI reference 

Change  

to legal 

obligation 

Impact 

 

Sanctions and 

Anti-Money 

Laundering Act 

2018, s. 60 

 

In addition, funds are defined more expansively in the SAMLA than in the EU Regulation as 

the former contains a general catch-all ("any other instrument of export financing") which 

was not present in the latter. 

 

Note that it is a defence to the abovementioned prohibition for a person charged to show that 

they did not know and had no reasonable cause to suspect that the financial services or funds 

were provided in pursuance of/in connection with an arrangement covered by the prohibition. 

 

Trade Controls The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, Reg. 

12 

- (b) 

Low Impact 

 

The UK Cultural Property SI requires any person holding or controlling illegally removed 

Syrian cultural property to secure its transfer to a constable. 

 

This requirement did not exist under the EU Regulation, but will likely have a low impact on 

financial institutions.  

 

Note that there is an exception to the abovementioned requirement where a person charged 

shows that they did not know and had no reasonable cause to suspect that the goods were 

illegally removed Syrian cultural property. 

 

Trade Controls - EU Council 

Regulation 

36/2012 

concerning 

restrictive 

measures in 

view of the 

situation in 

Syria, Art. 

(a) 

Low Impact 

 

The EU Regulation contained a prohibition on the transfer of Syrian cultural property, which 

was not carried forward into the UK Cultural Property SI.  This omission is, however, 

unlikely to have a significant impact on financial institutions and is likely to be captured in 

the “making available” prohibition.    
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Restrictive 

Measure / 

Category 

UK SI reference EU Legislative 

SI reference 

Change  

to legal 

obligation 

Impact 

11c(1) 

Exceptions and 

Defences 

The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, Reg. 

16 

- (a) 

Low Impact 

 

Reg. 16 contains a new exception for acts done for the purposes of national security or 

prevention or detection of serious crime, as determined by a person in the service of the 

Crown or holding office under the Crown, acting in the course of that person's duty.  

 

This change is unlikely to have a material impact on the obligations of financial institutions. 

Exceptions and 

Defences 

The Syria 

(United Nations 

Sanctions) 

(Cultural 

Property) (EU 

Exit) 

Regulations 

2020/1233, Reg. 

14 

- (a) 

Low Impact 

 

There is a new reverse burden of proof where a defendant adduces sufficient evidence to raise 

an issue with respect to the defence.  The defence will be satisfied unless the prosecution 

proves, beyond reasonable doubt, that it is not. 

 

This will make it easier for financial institutions to rely upon defences and the impact is likely 

to be low considering the subject matter of the UK Cultural Property SI.   

 

Exceptions and 

Defences 

Sanctions and 

Anti-Money 

Laundering Act 

2018, s. 44 

- (a) 

Low Impact 

 

SAMLA provides a new exception for acts done in the reasonable belief that they are in 

compliance with the regulations.  This exception did not exist under the EU Regulation, but is 

unlikely to have a significant impact on financial institutions.  
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